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Basic idea about Bayesian

■ Bayesian statistics is a mathematical procedure that applies probabilities to 
statistical problems. It provides people the tools to update their beliefs in the 
evidence of new data



Bayesian Model

■ U.S. Census figures provide prior information about the region in which people might 
live: the Midwest (M), Northeast (N), South (S), or West (W)

■ For drinks, we have common regional terms including “pop,” “soda,” and “coke.”

■ What is the distribution for different region use the term “pop”?



“U.S. Census figures provide prior information about the 
region in which they might live: the Midwest (M), Northeast (N), 
South (S), or West (W)”

■ This is prior

■ The information we know at first



For drinks, we have common regional terms 
including “pop,” “soda,” and “coke.”

■ This is data

■ Eg. A boy who likely to use “pop”, maybe he is from south

■ Then we introduce

likelihood function: It indicates how likely a particular population is to produce 
an observed sample.



By R
■ A represent the

use of “Pop”

■ We can calculate
likelihood Value:



posterior probability

■ A posterior probability, in Bayesian statistics, is the revised or updated probability of 
an event occurring after taking into consideration new information.



BAYESIAN RULE



POSTERIOR CALCULATION



How we
interpret
posterior?
■ A represent the use of “Pop”

■ If we know one person use the
term “Pop”, the person most
likely from the Midwest.



Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) Model

■ LDA is a Bayesian model used in 
natural language processing (NLP) 
to extract topics from a corpus of 
text documents



LDA
W --- words in document
Z --- Latent topic
𝜃 − topic distribution
𝜑 − topic-word
distribution
𝛼 − per-document topic 
distribution(Dirichlet)
𝛽 − per topic word 
distribution(Dirichlet)



Party

■ 𝛼 = 1

no preference

■ 𝛼 < 1

movie, games, chips in the
corner

■ 𝛼 > 1

tiger, wolf, in the corner



For document
■ Point represents each document which

contains different ratio of topics





Implication of LDA
model
■ Analysis unstructured text 

data

■ How about tweet?

■ Find the most frequent topic



Thanks


